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Objective

Call

Prize

The workshop provides a stimulating opportunity for young research
students across the country to involve in discussions with some top
researchers from local or abroad universities. Participants will also have
the possibility to present the results
of their research and to interact with
their scientific peers, in a friendly and
constructive environment that would
possibly lead to future collaborations.

Final year undergraduate, MSc, MPhil
and doctoral research students studying in Sri Lanka are invited to submit
high-quality posters of which the main
author is a student. Posters detailing
work in progress will also be accepted.
Submitted posters will be refereed on
their originality, presentation, empirical results, and quality of evaluation.
All posters will be reviewed and selected by an international and local
pool of reviewers for either oral or
poster presentation.

Prizes will be awarded to the best
poster presentation and best poster to
students attending the school. The
decision will be made by the Invited
Speakers and Committee at the time
of the workshop, taking into account
candidates’cv, poster and oral presentation. All students attending the
school will be provided with attendance certificate.

Abstract
Each poster should contain an abstract
of max 500 characters. The abstract
on the poster should exactly match the
text that is submitted electronically.

Title
The paper title should be in ALL
CAPITALS. The title must be representable in the Unicode character set.

Poster
The poster should be written in English and should be sent (Poster Submission) in
a printable pdf format. For your poster, a board will be provided which measures
841 × 1189 mm either portrait or landscape.

Author
The authors’ names must meet the
following format: "Surname1 N1.,
Surname2 N2., Surname3 N3., ..." etc.

Headerboxes
A poster is made of headerboxes in
columns. You will find a brief explanation about how to set up a custom
layout inside the LATEX source of this
poster.

You need to print and bring with you the poster to the workshop. Push tacks or
velcro adhesive will be provided at the workshop to mount your poster to the
board. Submission not satisfying the guidelines will be rejected.
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